
MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa
Heaters

SUPPORT & RESOURCE TOOLS
Know Your Water. Own Your Water.

PRODUCT WARRANTIES
Value and peace of mind for

your investments.

POOL CALCULATORS
We do the math so you don't

have to.

PRODUCT REGISTRATION
Register for product news,

support, rebates and warranty
information.

REBATE CENTER
Fill it out. Save it up. Bring it on.

NEED A HELPING HAND?
Our knowledgeable customer service representatives
are ready to assist you.

CONTACT US

FIND A DEALER!
Connect with a Pentair dealer near you.

FIND A DEALER

Heaters are in-stock and available for installation. Contact your Pentair Pool Professional today!  FIND A DEALER 

  POOL & SPA EQUIPMENT  POOL HEATERS & HEAT PUMPS  MASTERTEMP® HIGH PERFORMANCE POOL AND SPA HEATERS SHARE         

HEAT YOUR POOL SMARTER
Save money and energy with the MasterTemp High-
Performance Heater. Already known as being dependable
and efficient, MasterTemp now offers smart features and
an optional energy-saving Smart Bypass Valve Kit to help
you ensure your pool is ready whenever you are.

4.7  | 108 Reviews

94 out of 99 (95%) reviewers recommend this product

275 questions and 276 answers for this product

Find out where to purchase online or in
a retail location near you.

Smart connectivity via the Pentair Automation
Systems enable you to manage pool functions
anytime, anywhere. 

Full-text digital display combines new functions
and a user-friendly menu for easy operation and
diagnostics.

Digital connectivity with your pool’s automation
system and an advanced ignition control module
with flame strength sensor help to ensure optimal
heater performance.       

Alerts pushed to a smart device to keep you
updated on heater performance and real-time
status.

Optional Smart Heater Bypass valve control diverts
water flow when the heater isn’t needed to help
save up to 35% in yearly operational costs.*

Available only in store from Pentair dealers or retail
stores

WHERE TO BUY
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SPECIFICATIONS

ITEM # DESCRIPTION GAS TYPE WEIGHT (LBS) PURCHASE OPTIONS

460792 MasterTemp 175 Natural Gas 128 Available Through Dealer

460793 MasterTemp 175 Propane 128 Available Through Dealer

460730 MasterTemp 200 Natural Gas 128 Available Through Dealer

460731 MasterTemp 200 Propane 128 Available Through Dealer

461000 MasterTemp 200 ASME Natural Gas 138 Available Through Dealer

461001 MasterTemp 200 ASME Propane 138 Available Through Dealer

460732 MasterTemp 250 Natural Gas 133 Available Through Dealer

460733 MasterTemp 250 Propane 133 Available Through Dealer

460771 MasterTemp 250 ASME Natural Gas 120 Available Through Dealer

460772 MasterTemp 250 ASME Propane 120 Available Through Dealer

SHOW MORE 

Products beginning with EC- are exclusive to e-commerce sales. For warranty information please visit www.pentair.com/warranty.

RELATED
PRODUCTS

VIEW ALL HEATERS ETi 400 High
Efficiency Gas
Pool Heater

MasterTemp® 125
High
Performance
Pool and Spa
Heater

UltraTemp ETi®
Hybrid Heater

RELATED ARTICLE
VIEW ALL ARTICLES

Enjoy Your Pool Even As The Weather Gets Cooler
As we swim into the fall months you might be wondering what
temperature you need to keep your pool at to continue enjoying it
as the weather gets cooler.

Review Highlights

4.7 stars

Rating Distribution (108 reviews)

5 star 90

4 star 11

3 star 4

2 star 0

1 star 3

94 out of 99 (95%) of reviewers would
recommend this product to a friend.

Pros Cons

Suitable Cons could not be generated at this time.

 4 reviewsSatisfaction
“We love our new heater.” (Full review)

SEE ALL REVIEWS 

Reviews

I love installing mastertemps. The compact size and accessibility makes installation alot easier compared to
competitors. Performance is awesome. Have installed 100's of these with excellent customer feedback. I highly
recommend Pentair heaters and all Pentair pool products.

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

The customer service I have received from pentair has been unbelievable their is no other brand I would even consider
for my pool and spa equipment

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

Great performance and quiet when on! I'd highly recommend Pentair!

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

its a great heater. Personally my favorite to install and perform routine maintenance on. Being 15 yrs plus now in
production going strong.

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

I’m very happy with my upgrade to a new Pentair Master Temp 400k BTU Heater.
The performance is excellent. Operating is quite and heats up my pool or spa in about half the time. Uses a 1/3 less
energy ( natural gas) and has a smaller footprint. Integration well with screen logic and pentair multi speed pump. 

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

Great results last season. We really enjoyed its ease of use and control. Have recommended to others.

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

MT HIGH PERFORMANCE POOL AND SPA HEATERS are extremely proficient and heat the H2O to the desired
temperature fast.
After reviewing numerous spa and pool heaters performance evaluations and taking into serious consideration the
recommendation from the installer, I decided to purchase and have installed a Pentair heater. Great choice!

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

I have had two homes in the last 10 years and have replaced the pool heaters in both. Hands down my Pentair heaters
have been solid and dependable. I would never think of using another brand.

Recommends this product ✔ Yes

Originally posted on MasterTemp® High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters

Not Met Exceeded

Quality

How well did this product meet your
expectations?

94 out of 99 (95%) reviewers recommend this product
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Rating Snapshot

Select a row below to filter reviews.

5 ★ 90

4 ★ 11

3 ★ 4

2 ★ 0

1 ★ 3

Not Met Exceeded

Average Customer Ratings

Overall 4.7

Quality 4.7

How well did this product meet your expectations?

★★★★★★★★★★
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· 4 years ago  

Mastertemp Heaters are #1
★★★★★★★★★★ Chad702 

· 4 years ago  

Heater and filter equipment
Verified Review*★★★★★★★★★★ Anonymous 

· 4 years ago  

Great Performance
Verified Review*★★★★★★★★★★ Maria 

· 4 years ago  

Perfect heater for your pool
Verified Review*★★★★★★★★★★ Anonymous 

· 4 years ago  

Pentair Master Temp 400k BTU Natural Gas Heater
Verified Review*★★★★★★★★★★ Joel Lake Forest Ca 

· 4 years ago  

Great product
Verified Review*★★★★★★★★★★ Herb & Claudia 

· 4 years ago  

Pentagram High Performance Pool and Spa Heaters
Verified Review*★★★★★★★★★★ Alfredo 

· 4 years ago  

Reliability
Verified Review*★★★★★★★★★★ Don T 

1–8 of 108 Reviews   ◄ ►

Questions Ask a question

Helpful? Yes · 3 No · 1 Report

The "Whoosh" sound during ignition is normal. If you believe there's something to be concerned about or it has gotten louder since the original
installation, you should not used the unit until its been inspected by a service professional. The heater should be connected to the filter pump relay so
power is off completely when the pump is not moving water - There should not be any lights luminated on the display when the filter pump is off.

Helpful? Yes · 2 No · 0 Report

Yes, The heater will need to be repaired by an authorized dealer.
Please visit our "find a dealer" page on our website to find a reputable dealer who can assist you.
https://www.pentair.com/en/find-a-dealer/pool-spa.html

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Hello,
The error is related to the Airflow Switch. Please call our technical support dept at 1-800-831-7133 M-F 9a-5p EST for assistance with troubleshooting
or to submit a warranty claim.
Thank you

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Hello,
When the unit reaches the set temp it will cycle off but once it drops 2 degrees it will fire back on and maintain the heat. If the heater is not firing back
up after 2 degrees please contact our technical support at 1-800-831-7133 M-F 9a-5p EST.
Thank you

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Hello,
This has been done before however this is something for the installer to decide if it's needed with your application.
Thank you

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Hello,
The heater would need to be connected to an automation panel that has app compatibility in order to control it with a phone or tablet.
Thank you

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Hello,
An automation system would be needed to control the heater remotely. For additional assistance please contact our technical support at 1-800-831-
7133 M-F 9a-5p EST.
Thank you

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Hello,
This could be caused by a few different things the board, touchpad, or power supply for example. Please call our technical support at 1-800-831-7133 M-
F 9a-5p EST so that we can assist in getting this issue resolved.
Thank you

Hello,
We are unable to recommend a service team without knowing where you are located. Please call our tech support at 1-800-831-7133 M-F 9a-5p EST.
They would be able to pull a list of service teams in your area.
Thank you
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1–10 of 275 Questions   Sort by: Most helpful answers ▼

· 3 years ago  

My Pentair Mastertemp 250 makes a loud deep whoosing sound when it comes on.. Is this normal? Also I have the unit on a timer and
when the timer shuts off and turns off the heater the red service light and lighted display come on and stay on

mikee 2
answers

· 3 years ago  Tech Support, Cameron C. 

· 4 years ago  

The tank inside heater is rusted and leaking.  Can it be replaced?
BobF 2

answers

· 4 years ago  Tech Support, Chris F. 

· 12 days ago  

I have a code err AFS heater will not shut off until temp gets to set temp. Heater off switch will not work.
John 1

answer

· 11 days ago  Brandon G 

· a month ago  

Why won't my Pentair Heater 400 hold the desired temp once obtained?
DAS1218 1

answer

· 25 days ago  Brandon G 

· a month ago  

can we use flex gas pipe for extension between the main gas line to the unit?
Pete 1

answer

· a month ago  Brandon G 

· a month ago  

Is the new unit 460736 400btu capable of communicating with the new Iphone?
Pete 1

answer

· a month ago  Brandon G 

· a month ago  

I currently have a mastertemp 400K BTU/HR model: 460736. What would be the alternatives to activate the remote control through a
voltage-free contact. To which terminal blocks can I send the signal?

RicardoDC 1
answer

· a month ago  Brandon G 

· 3 months ago  

i have a mastertemp and the temp upbutton doesn't work. noerror code is shown
john 1

answer

· 3 months ago  Brandon G 

· 3 months ago  

Please recommend a service technician for my Master Temp 400 as soon as possible.
Ruth 1

answer

· 3 months ago  Brandon G 
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From our residential and commercial water solutions,
to industrial water management and everything in
between, Pentair is focused on smart, sustainable
water solutions that help our planet and people thrive.
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Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Thank you

Helpful? Yes · 0 No · 0 Report

Hello,
Pentair does not sell directly or have quoting/availability. The link below can assist with finding dealers in your surrounding areas. You may need to
expand the miles of search radius to find other dealers with stock. https://www.pentair.com/en-us/find-a-dealer/pool-spa.html
We do not recommend replacing the exchanger yourself please contact a local pool professional.
Thank you.

· 4 months ago  

Does Pentair sell replacement copper heat exchangers to owners?  How hard would it be to replace the exchanger, could it be done by
the average owner?  Thanks!

Mike 1
answer

· 3 months ago  Brandon G 

1–10 of 275 Questions   ◄ ►

*Standard copper heat exchanger 84% efficient. Heavy-duty (HD) cupro-nickel heat exchanger 82% efficient.

*Savings amount based on lab testing conducted using MasterTemp 400® heater in conjunction with IntelliFlo® VSF Pump and Bypass Kit, which
includes IntelliValve® controlled by heater. Test Conditions: Pump flow rate: 50gpm. Pump run time: 3000 hours/yr. Heater run time: 100 hours/yr.
Electrical Cost: $0.21 per kWh. System TDH: Heater and Bypass Kit added to Standardized “Curve C” System Curve performance data as per
California Energy Commission Title 20 Appliance Efficiency Regulations. Test conditions assume pump flow rate of 50gpm and Constant Flow
operation utilizing a lower motor RPM when flow is bypassing the heater due to lower system TDH. Actual performance and any subsequent
energy consumption/savings are dependent upon various characteristics of the plumbing system, including but not limited to, pipe size, pipe
lengths, filter type, fittings, system design, equipment run time/settings and more.

*Pentair has a trained team of TradeGrade experts and third-party resources that will be scouring the internet 24/7 for TradeGrade violations.
Our guarantee to you is that we will use all resources at our disposal to actively monitor and enforce this policy.If a TradeGrade product is sold
online, the warranty will be limited to a 60-day limited warranty. Pentair will not be liable for any costs or expenses related to an extended
warranty provided to a customer beyond the 60-day limited warranty that Pentair provides for such sales. Additionally, no PIP dollars will be
rewarded to the dealer for the purchase. When a TradeGrade product is purchased and sold in compliance with the TradeGrade policy, that
product will receive the full product warranty.
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